Selby Sings
Running Order and Lyrics

A collection of songs written by Sam Dunkley of Performing Arts etc Ltd
with students from Selby District schools, as part of Selby 950.
The Magic Numbers

Beech Class of Hemingbrough Community Primary
School
Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers
One – zero – six – nine
The numbers take us through time
Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers
In ten-sixty-nine not by chance
A monk arrived all the way from France
Benedict founded Selby Abbey
He saw three swans that made him happy
Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers
One – six – nine – zero
The numbers show times flow
Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers

The story is super bizarre
The story is super bizarre
Did you learn about Saint Germain’s finger?
A relic Selby Abbey once held
Imagine losing Saint Germain’s finger
The story is super bizarre
The story is super bizarre

Year 4 of South Milford Primary School
Three swans swam in the crystal clear water
Their feathers as fluffy as clouds
Elegant swans dawdled down in the water
Regal, majestic and proud
Benedict came to Selby
He came to build an abbey
He was told ‘three swans there will be,
And a river with a bend’
White swans on the river
The water where they live,
A stranger gave a shiver
They were his journeys end

Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers
One – nine – zero – six
The numbers are an amazing mix
Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers

And a river with a bend’
Regal, majestic and proud
They were his journeys end

Numbers, numbers special numbers
These are the magic numbers - ZERO
These are the magic numbers - ONE
These are the magic numbers - SIX
These are the magic numbers - NINE
These are the magic numbers

Saint Germain’s Finger

Year 4 – Jupiter of Barlby Bridge Community Primary
School
Did you hear about Saint Germain’s finger?
It travelled in Benedicts arm
From France all the way to Selby
The story is super bizarre
The story is super bizarre
Did you know they lost Saint Germain’s finger?
They stored it in solid gold box
They’ve never found Saint Germain’s finger

Every brick in Selby Abbey
Carved by a mason who signed it too
Left their marks on Selby Abbey
Detailed work they had to do
Brick by brick it began to rise
An Abbey, a tower, a sense of pride
Brick by brick it began to rise
An Abbey, a tower, a sense of pride

Three Swans Swam

In sixteen-ninety they felt the power
Disaster hit Selby Abbey tower
People were horrified, women and men
But we picked ourselves up and built it again

In nineteen-oh-six there was a great fire
Smoke and flames, it was very dire
Fire and ash, oh the smell
What a shame those beautiful bells

Stone masons built Selby Abbey
Working the stone their blisters grew
Hammer and chisel in their hands
Tiring work they had to do

Right Time, Right Place

Class 3 of Longman’s Hill Community Primary School
Right time, right place
Two friends built an Abbey
They came from France
Two friends built an Abbey
William the Conqueror came from France
He won the battle of Hastings
His fourth son was born in Selby
Where Benedict built the Abbey
William sent a letter to the Abbey
With gifts of land and riches
His warriors built the monastery
Where Benedict and the monks lived

Made of Stone

Year 4 of Brayton Church of England VC Primary
School
Made of stone, made of stone
Selby Abbey is made of stone
Made of stone, made of stone
Selby Abbey is made of stone

Jesse Window Shining Bright

Pine Class of Carlton-in-Snaith Community Primary
School
Jesse Window shining bright
Spreading joy, spreading light
Jesse Window standing tall
His family tree, above us all
Jesus, proud, at the top of the window
Sweet on his mothers knee
The baby King of the World stands tall
Keeping watch over you and me
Saint Michael stands weighing souls on the window
A balance in his hand
On judgement day to decide your fate
To paradise or dammed
The sun floods through the Jesse Window
Colours spill on the floor
A magnificent feature spreading light
The sight fills you with awe

Selby Abbey is Burning

Class 9 of Selby Abbey CE (VC) Primary School
Oh no! Selby Abbey is burning
Selby Abbey is burning, what’s happened?
It’s a tragedy, Selby Abbey is burning
Selby Abbey is burning, oh no!
Late on the nineteenth of October
In the year nineteen-oh-six
A fire started in the Abbey
Caused damage that would take decades to fix
The first flames flicker through the window
Fierce flames frightening to see
Smelling smoke surrounding the Abbey
Will this night go down in history?
Firemen beat the monstrous fire
The Abbey is a pool of ash
But we will repair the damage
Selby folk will help to raise the cash

Come and See the Washington Window

St Francis’ Class of St Mary’s Catholic Primary School
Come and see the Washington window
Can you see the American flag?
Shining bright, the Washington window
Hanging proud the American flag
A shield on a window way up high
Three red stars with a white dot in each
Diamonds glittering all around
Red and white stripes and gold edges
Long before George Washington was born
A window was made with the Wessington Crest
Stars and stripes of the American flag
Before the nation existed
The window is part of the American trail
Which tourists travel the world to see
Celebrate Independence Day
It’s part of American history
Have you seen the Washington window?
Have you seen the American flag?
Shining bright, the Washington window
Hanging proud the American flag

Selby Imp

Year 5 of Riccall Primary School
Scaring evil spirits away
Protecting the Abbey night and day
Selby Imp perched on high
Its vigil will never ever die
Face like a mask, not real at all
A wicked grin stuck in place
His bony fingers with needlepoint claws
Always prepared, he snarls
Devilish imp with cat like ears
Dark tunnel like eyes see my soul
His stone cold body protrudes from the wall
Always prepared, he snarls

The Hill Organ

The Choir of Hambleton CE Primary School
Hear it every night, hear it every day
Hear it while you worship, hear it while you pray
The Hill Organ is marvelous, the best is what they say
So people come from miles around just to hear it play
Four manuals played with your hands
Wooden pedal board with your feet
Metal pipes electricity and air
Pull out all the stops for a sound you can’t beat
So people come from miles around just to hear it play
Edwardian organ, built by William Hill in 1909
Finest Romantic organ,
For the best organists from around the world
So people come from miles around just to hear it play

To stand on a stage as part of a choir of more than 250 singers is special. To do so
when that choir is singing a song that you helped to write, even more special.
Today, that is what you will see and hear. Songs about Selby Abbey and its history,
written by children from right across Selby District about their heritage.
I have the joy of writing songs with children across the country, conducting in
prestigious venues, working with schools, music services and charities. Having
lived in Selby District for almost 15 years, this project has been even more exciting
for me and I have learned a lot about the history of the Abbey along the way.
The dedication of the children and schools involved in the project has been
brilliant, and they have written 10 fantastic songs. I am sure that you will enjoy them
as much as I have, and that you will be as proud of what these young people have
achieved as I am.
Enjoy the show.
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